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SUMMARY

Gamma-ray logs are esented for two widely separated, shallow
boreholes in the Victorian poition of the Murray Basin. Both bores
penetrate the Knight Group of rockaj?Eocene), but gamma-ray correlations
are doubtful. Otherwise, the stratigraphies are unrelated.



1.

1. INTRODUCTION

At the request of the Department of Mines, Victoria, the
- cased, shallow bores at. Picola No. 1 and Jeparit No. 2 (see Plate 1)
Were logged for gamma radiation from the 24th to 25th February 1965.

domestic
depth of

mation.
expected
The bore

The bore at Picola was put down to seek water suitable for
purposes. None was found, and the bore was terminated at a
660 feet.

The bore at Jeparit was drilled for stratigraphic infor=::
Good water was encountered at several levels, which was tO be
as both the Wimmera River and Lake Hindmarsh are cioseby.
terminated at a depth of 880 feet.

Both bores were drilled by Hydromaster 1500 percussion rigs.
The bores were cased; hence, until the casing was pulled out, only
radiation logging could be appropriate.

2. GEOLOGY

Bnnth bores are in the Murray Basin. Jeparit No. 2 penetrates
mid-Tertiary'Marine sediments. At Picola No. 1,in the Riverina Plain, .
the Tertiary marine sediments are absent, only continental-type sedi-
ments of uncertain age being encountered. Both bores penetrate the Knight
Group of rocks, which are believed to be Eocene.

3. METHOD AND EQUIPMENT 

The bores were logged doWnhole in order to check the equipment
and the subsequent uphole log. A 'Add -61 '2000-ft logger was used with
a hand-driven winch and a single-conductor cable attached to a sOintil-
lation-type annde. The overall detector-recorder sensitivity wag checked
before and slier logging each bore. The effect of statistical variation
at the bottom of each bore was recorded. - The recorder 4;ker was driven
by a mechanical linkage to the calibrated sheave on the'idgch.

4. RESULTS AND CORRELATIONS 

The logs obtained are reproduced in Plate 2. Neither log.
exhibits very large sudden changes in' activity that could define useful
marker beds. However, there are several features on each log, which,
together with stratigraphic and lithological information, could provide
useful data for future correlations.

5. CONCLUSIONS

In the absence of very many existing bordholes (such as are
to, be found in parts of the Great Artesian Basin), accumulation of radio-
metric information from the Murray Basin formations will have to be built
up by logging holes as they become available.
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